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Upcoming events:

The second Wednesday of every month,
at 7:00 p.m., we have Graduation Night at the
studio, and the YMCAs all have theirs the
following Thursday at the same time. This
night is set aside for the students who have
worked hard and have reached their goal. It is
time for the reward for their hard work, and
they are coming in the hope of getting their
new rank, and their new belt. It is a
celebration of a worthy achievement, and a
very old tradition in martial arts.
Everyone is invited to the graduations. All
students and Black Belts are invited. It is
important that students show up for the
promotions. It is a rehearsal for when they will
receive their Black Belts. Much of what we do
in the four or more years to Black Belt is a
rehearsal for when the student becomes one.
Black Belt does not happen overnight. It takes
time. It takes practice, and not just in
technique.
I remember at a Black Belt test not too
long ago, where Kwan Chang Nim stood up to
give a few words after the test. He said,
“Black Belt is attitude.” That attitude is not
accomplished overnight, even if the student
has a good attitude in the beginning. It takes
time for the student to develop the proper
“Black Belt” attitude. It takes practice. It takes
time walking the Tang Soo Do path. It takes
time for the student to submit themselves to
correction from their Sah Bum Nim. Coming to
the graduation night at their studio helps to
build the right kind of attitude.
I teach the Black Belt Instructors to avoid
using the term “attitude” when correcting a
student, because it is so hard to define. When

correcting a student, we try to stay focused on
a particular behavior, so it is easier for the
student to comprehend the lesson the
Instructor wishes to impart. To tell someone
that they have “a bad attitude” is very general,
and it leaves the open end where the student
may think that the Instructor is the one with the
bad attitude; but good Instructors know a good
attitude when they see one.
We teach a traditional martial art.
Tradition is one of our goals. The traditions we
embrace are time tested, and are for good
reasons. They are more for the student than
for anyone else. Many of the lessons we learn
on our path to enlightenment come to us in
subtle ways. That is the martial way. Coming
to the nights we have promotions, even if it is
not for your promotion, shows the proper
attitude expected of a future Black Belt.
We perfect our technique through
practice. I have a saying “practice does not
make perfect, perfect practice makes perfect.”
To make your practice perfect, you must show
support for your fellow students. It is perfect
practice to attend
the graduation
ceremonies, and to
support your
brothers and sisters
during their
celebration of being
promoted. Please
take to heart this
responsibility, and
show up to lend your
support on these
nights.

November & December — Holiday
Collections for Bethesda Project
Nov 2424-25 — Dojang closed for Thanksgiving
December 4 — Holiday Dinner
December 24 - January 1 — Dojang closed
for the holidays
January 8 — Vaughn’s Winter Championship
January 2020-22 — 4th Annual Ki Gong Clinic;
Santa Cruz, CA (application deadline
is November 30)
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Attention Black Belt Club Members!
Be sure to take advantage of the special classes offered by the Sam Dans on Monday
and Tuesday evenings from 8:00 – 9:00 PM at the dojang. It’s a great opportunity to get some
extra, specialized training! During November, Mr. Geiser is teaching breaking on Mondays
and Mr. Altiere is teaching one-steps on Tuesdays. In December (beginning November 28),
Mr. Lipstein will be teaching knife self-defense and Dr. Rosenkrans will be teaching forms.
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Preparing for the Cho Dan Bo Test
By Dr. Wayne Rosenkrans, Sam Dan
with contributions from Sandy Lipstein and Frank Altiere, Sam Dans
Three years—three years (or maybe
more) since you walked through the doors
of the dojang and put on the all white
uniform and belt of the newest student.
You’ve struggled with understanding the
blocks and attacks, kicks and forms, 1steps, self-defense moves, and worked to
perfect your sparring. In a certain sense,
putting on that white belt was your first rite
of passage in Tang Soo Do—now you
face your next.
There’s a reason the red belt is called
the 1st gup. It signals that you’ve reached
the top rung, the 1st rung, on the colored
belt ladder. Now the time has come to
take the next step, to trade the colored
trim you’ve worn since green belt for a
uniform that once again is all white and
start on the final path to Black Belt. But
first, you have to navigate the Cho Dan
Bo test. Just as the all white uniform
signifies new beginnings, the test is not
like previous tests you’ve been through.
You must demonstrate your knowledge of
Tang Soo Do, both physical and
intellectual, to a panel of judges—the
traditional Shim Sah. The test is not a
recital, or a celebration, it is a test—how
you perform that night before that panel
determines whether you wear the blue
belt, or are invited to repeat your
performance at the next test. In keeping
with the spirit of the test, not all
candidates succeed their first time, in fact
about half are given additional time to
further hone their knowledge.
Preparation for the test is mostly the
responsibility of the individual (but not
entirely), and involves both physical and
mental training. Remember the 14
attitude requirements in your gup manual.
All are applicable for the CDB test, but
several in particular are instructive; know
the theory and philosophy, practice
techniques already learned, and regularly
spaced practice sessions. You should
know all the techniques you need to know
at this point, but you have to demonstrate
not only that you know the technique, but
also that you understand how to apply the
technique. Just walking through punches
in drill won’t be enough; you have to show
that the punch would work, that you see
the opponent in your mind’s eye. In your
forms, each attack and defense must be
purposeful and executed to the best of
your ability. In your 1-steps and selfdefense you must show that you
understand how the technique is designed
to work and execute it effectively.
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To hone your knowledge to that level,
you must practice and you must practice
regularly. The test is physically rigorous;
it’s designed to help you find your own
performance envelope and go beyond it.
For most candidates, attendance at only
the two normal class times is not sufficient
preparation. The special CDB class on
Saturday mornings is intended to
specifically prepare candidates for CDB
and Black Belt testing and should be
attended regularly as part of your
preparation. While you are responsible
for your own preparation, you can, and
should, call upon others in the studio to
help you. Perfect practice of the wrong
technique results in a well-honed wrong
technique. Seek out one of the Black
Belts to watch your forms, or practice
jump kicks with you. Better yet, get an
early start on the mentor program by
picking a mentor to work with. Speak with
your instructor about stepping out of
regular class time to work on technique,
or just to work on conditioning. Chances
are, they’ll be able to assign a senior rank
to work with you. Don’t forget the people
that will be testing with you. As the old
saying goes, “There’s strength in
numbers,” and working together as a
team to prepare can be extremely
rewarding.
Preparing intellectually and
emotionally for the test is, in many ways,
just as important as the physical
preparation. Some time back you showed
your dedication to the art, and
determination to persevere until
successful, when you joined the Black
Belt Club. You will, of course, have
studied your manual and GrandMaster
Shin’s first three books in preparation for
the written test (just as in the Dan test,
failure on the written test automatically
requires that you test again), and have
carefully prepared your essay (see
previous article on writing the Dan essay).
The Cho Dan Bo test, however, is a test
of more than just book knowledge and
physical prowess—it also tests your ability
to demonstrate the seven tenets in
practice. Do you show integrity,
concentration, and perseverance in your
performance? Have you shown respect,
self-control, humility, and indomitable
spirit in how you handled the test itself?
To do so requires intense mental and
emotional preparation culminating in your
performance that day. By the time the
test day actually arrives, you should have

rehearsed every aspect of the test in your
mind dozens of times. You will have felt
how you will draw the energy you will
need from your fellow candidates, and
how you will support their needs on the
floor. You’ll know how you’ll hold the
target for your partner for jump kicks so
they can excel, and how you’ll be able to
rely on them to ensure your 1-steps are
displayed to their best advantage.
So now the test day itself is here.
You’ve carefully prepared all the required
documentation listed in the preparation
pack received from your instructor, and
passed your written test. You’ve trained
hard, asked for help where you needed it,
and prepared yourself mentally and
emotionally. What can you expect? To
begin with, you will engage in one of the
most traditional rituals of the martial arts—
you will clean the dojang working as a
team with your fellow candidates, a group
that will usually number from 4-6. You will
set-up the testing panel’s tables and
chairs, and have your data entered into
the tracking system used to chart Cho
Dan Bo progress.
Then the test itself will begin with the
traditional beginning ritual, which, of
course, you will know perfectly in welldictioned Korean if asked. You will face a
panel of usually 5 or 6 Sam Dans,
occasionally joined by Master Vaughn and
maybe a special guest master, and will
enjoy the ministrations of a senior E Dan
as test conductor. Don’t expect smiles
and glad hands on the back urging you
on, before and during the test itself.
You’re past that now; this test is about
how well you can demonstrate what you
know and you must look within you for
your answers. The panel and the
conductor won’t help you.
You will be judged on how well you
perform given what can reasonably be
expected of you. That means that as a
45-year-old mother of 4, you will not be
expected to jump as high on the jump
kicks as a 17-year-old teenager. You will
be expected to know how to execute that
jump kick, and demonstrate that to the
best of your ability. You will do all the
forms you have learned, not just the new
ones you learned for the test, and you will
need to execute Sae Kye Hyung Il Bu with
the same level of intensity and
effectiveness as Bassai or Naihanchi Cho
Dan. One-steps and self-defense must
be properly executed, effective, and result
(Continued on page 3)
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been formally closed, and the panel has
retreated into the office to discuss the
(Continued from page 2)
results. After your family and friends have
congratulated you on going through
in you being in control. If that means a
takedown, then an appropriate breakfall is something none of them could really
know, it’s time for some reflection. You
expected. Sparring must demonstrate
know where you could have done better;
technique and control.
Your mental and emotional discipline a form not executed as well as you would
plays an important role as well. How you have liked, a 1-step you walked through
because you weren’t quite certain about it,
cope with a missed form, a 1-step that
the jump kick you pulled back on because
suddenly isn’t there, an aggressive
your legs felt like rubber, the swell of
sparring partner, or a missed break is as
emotion during the 2-on-1 sparring match,
important as the magnificent kick
technique you displayed during drill. The or the ache in your hand from the speed
break that didn’t go. Of course, there will
test is a pressure-cooker; you very likely
be the question—did I pass? But that’s
will feel at some point that you’re not
not the right question. The right question
going to make it. Students have come
unwound during the test as their emotions is an internal question you ask yourself—
am I really ready to take this step? The
take over and supersede all the hard
actual outcome of the test really doesn’t
physical training they’ve gone through.
matter. That’s more a question of timing.
Confidence in yourself, your fellow
You will take that step, if not this time,
candidates, and in your training should
then the next, or the next after that. If it’s
help you through those times. But it’s
to be this time, you’ll be invited to the next
here that your mental and emotional
Black Belt class to receive your new rank.
preparation for the test proves itself.
If it’s to be the next time, somebody from
The test is over, you’re exhausted
the test panel will discuss your test with
mentally and physically, the test panel has you and plans for preparation.
made their comments, the session has
Preparing for the Cho Dan Bo Test

Once you’ve taken the step, a new
world opens before you, and preparation
begins for the next, and even bigger rite of
passage in Tang Soo Do—the Dan test.
You’ll get there too.

CDB Test Preparation Checklist:
♦

Join the Black Belt Club

♦

Regular class attendance

♦

Saturday CDB Preparation Class

♦

Independent training

♦

Work with others

♦

Learn the theory and philosophy
for proper execution

♦

Review all you have learned –
study

♦

Carefully prepare your essay

♦

Ensure all documentation is in
order

♦

Prepare mentally and emotionally

♦

Select a mentor

The Black Belt Test
By Janet Luneau, Cho Dan
Luckily my friend Marie Moore was testing
with me and she was directly in front of
me in line. When I looked up I saw Marie
and she inspired me to continue. It also
helped to have my friends sitting on the
floor nearby. Every once in a while they
would talk to me and they kept my spirits
up. I also saw my children and the other
kids from the dojang cheering me on.
And standing behind my judging panel
was a whole row of Vaughn’s
instructors—all those instructors who
spent so many hours training me were
now watching me at my Black Belt test.
Everywhere I looked I saw friendly faces.
That kept my sprits high and gave me
energy to make it through the test.

Leading up to the Black Belt Test I
wasn’t worried about forgetting the
material on the big day because I had
practiced my forms, one-steps and selfdefense many times over the years and I
didn’t expect to forget them on that day.
However, I wasn’t sure I could make it
through the physical aspect of the test. In
the past, I’ve seen candidates fatigued
due to nerves. I didn’t want that
happening to me. Going into the test I
wanted to know that I had the stamina to
make it through. I couldn’t waste any
energy that day worrying about whether I
could do it. While preparing for the test I
worked on my endurance any chance I
got. It turns out that that was a good
decision. The test was very strenuous.

My Region 8 Championship Experience
By Marcene Ameer, 5th Gup
I am Marcene Ameer from Vaughn’s
Dojang. I'm ten years old and a 5th gup.
This was the first year I competed in the
Region 8 Championship. It was really fun
there. First I competed in hyungs. I
learned some tips from watching other
people. I came in third place. Next was
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fighting. It was hard because there were
so many good contestants. I came in
second place in that. The thing that was
the most fun was watching my instructor,
Mrs. Moore, get her black belt. The Black
Belts did a great demonstration. I hope I
have as much fun next time. TANG SOO!
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Holiday Bethesda Project, 2005
By Frank Altiere, Sam Dan
Last year, our students generously
donated hundreds of items to the
Bethesda Project, and two students made
a monetary donation of $750. As you
may recall from last year, the Bethesda
Project is an organization that provides
food, shelter, and clothing to the poor of
Philadelphia. The vision for Bethesda
Project is to continue to provide a place
where men and women can find
sanctuary and have their basic needs met
in the company of a compassionate and
caring family.
Last October, the Bethesda Project
recognized our Dojang for contributing to
the homeless of Philadelphia for the last

four years. (The plaque is hanging on our
wall.) It is very rewarding to know that we
are helping the less fortunate. If you are
able to donate any items on the list below
or contribute a dollar or two towards this
project, your generosity would be greatly
appreciated, though you are by no means
obliged to donate.
Please start giving your items to your
instructors. They will pass your gifts
along to Mr. Altiere, who will deliver our
contributions to the Bethesda Project.
Please submit all items no later than
December 10. Thank you in advance for
showing your compassion for the
homeless of Philadelphia.

Items being collected:
Men’s Large and X-Large underwear
Men’s Large and X-Large
long underwear
Bars of soap
Stick deodorant
Toothbrushes
Large and X-Large gloves
Large and X-Large sweat shirts
Shaving cream
Disposable razors

“Service to Others: The Rent You Pay for Your
Room Here on Earth” – Muhammad Ali
By David T. Painter PhD, JD, Sam Dan
Extreme Hardship. That was how the
Red Cross described the conditions we
might encounter as disaster relief
volunteers three weeks after Hurricane
Katrina visited America’s worst natural
disaster on Louisiana and Mississippi.
But what exactly would extreme hardship
mean? High heat and humidity. Limited
food and clean drinking water. Power
outages. Emotional stress. Sleeping on
floors in shelters. Exposure to unsanitary
conditions. While my two weeks of
volunteer service as part of the Red Cross
Disaster Mental Health Relief team in
Louisiana, confirmed the accuracy of the
Red Cross warnings about extreme
hardship, my experience was also very
rewarding and growth-inspiring.
As a psychologist in Pennsylvania, I
was aware that our national and state
professional association maintained a
collaborative relationship with the
American Red Cross to provide training
and volunteers for mental health disaster
relief work. In early September, after
being inspired by the images and reports
of the devastation wreaked by Katrina, I
responded to a call for assistance from
the Red Cross. Within two days of
submitting my credentials and application
materials, the Red Cross called to deploy
me to the Gulf Coast as soon as I could
make travel arrangements. From among
several possible cities in the hurricaneaffected area, the Red Cross flew me to
Baton Rouge, Louisiana. After spending
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a full day in the makeshift Louisiana Red
Cross disaster headquarters (a former
WalMart store), I was sent, along with a
psychologist from New York City and a
social worker from Media, to provide
mental health services to disaster victims
and Red Cross volunteers in a large
indoor sports arena converted to a shelter
in Alexandria, Louisiana. When we
arrived, this shelter housed about onehundred fifty people displaced from New
Orleans. Within forty-eight hours of our
arrival, we were making plans to expand
our operation to provide food and shelter
for ten times as many people who had
evacuated southwestern Louisiana and
eastern Texas to avoid the imminent
landfall of Hurricane Rita. Soon, we had
consolidated shelter operations from
southern portions of the state and were
providing shelter to hundreds of people
who were on the road, fleeing the storm.
When we first arrived in Alexandria, there
were nine Red Cross shelters operating in
the immediate area. Almost overnight,
that number tripled, and we were called
upon to expand our services and to travel
to surrounding shelters to address urgent
mental health needs. We had expected to
be doing post-disaster relief work, but
hadn’t anticipated that we would find
ourselves in the middle of a second,
unfolding disaster!
I had the opportunity to meet and
work with many people in the two weeks I
was in Louisiana. We were busy every

moment of every day. It was exciting,
exhausting, inspiring, sometimes scary,
but mostly satisfying and rewarding. I met
people who lost family, friends, homes
and belongings in New Orleans, started to
get resettled in the Lake Charles area,
and then had to evacuate and leave
things behind there. Many of these folks
did not have a lot of possessions to begin
with. They suffered two major setbacks
within a month from two hurricanes. Yet,
they appreciated what they had and they
went out of their way to thank us and to
express their appreciation and their
concern for us, the Red Cross volunteers.
Meeting and talking with these people
sure helps you to put things in perspective
and to appreciate your blessings.
I left Louisiana with many, many
stories. These stories consisted of things
people shared about their lives as well as
my own experiences in Louisiana. There
are too many to tell in one article or in one
car ride. Just ask Mrs. Newman! There
are two main messages I would like to
relate as a result of my experience. First,
volunteer service is valuable to your soul,
and, second, the need for compassion
and assistance to the hurricane-stricken
areas of our country is going to go on for
a very long time. Hundreds of thousands
of people have been dislocated and the
economy and infrastructure of that region
has been devastated. Please help in any
way that you can. Tang Soo.
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The Best of the Best
By Mike Papp, E Dan
A man once wrote that a demo was a
year’s worth of work all rolled up into five
minutes. On October 14th, 2005 the demo
team showed its year of work in their five
minute demo at the 2005 Region 8
Tournament. Along with 13 other teams,
the Vaughn’s demo team performed their
demo in front of not only six masters, but
800 competitors and their families. This
year’s was by far the biggest competition
they have ever competed in.
When everyone was ready to begin,
the captains of the teams were called to a
meeting with Master Godwin to answer any
questions that came up. One question was
the order of performance. Just like every
competition, there was a team that went
first and a team that went last. By the
luck of the draw, Vaughn’s Dojang was
chosen randomly to go first. The team
saw this as not a drawback, but an
opportunity to set the bar. And set the
bar they did.
Going with their traditional one side
versus another side demo set up, the
theme was based off of the movie Best
of the Best. Right from the beginning the
mood of the demo was set by a short
fight scene performed by Lisa Collins and
Patrick Vu. Following the fight scene, each
side performed the homemade open-hand
forms. With music changing the mood, a
hard rock tune called “Breed” by Nirvana
came in to really set the mood of a very
serious, tournament atmosphere.
Following the open-hand forms, about half
of each side performed a weapon form.
One team used swords in which the
wooden swords were crafted by our own
Mr. Yazujian. The other team performed a
very impressive staff form.
After all the forms were finished, the
breakers were to perform their individual
breaks. The first breaker was Kyle Moore
who used a sequence of a straight punch
into a great uppercut followed by a front leg
side kick. Next up were Kelley Newman
and David Moore who performed in great
timing opposite side kicks followed by
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opposite step behind side kicks. After that
break, Tony Francis and Bobby Newman
were up to perform their very funny partner
break. As the highlight of the breaking
sequences, Tony broke through two boards
on concrete blocks and Bobby, as planned,
attempted the same break, but with only
one board. Faking the fact that Bobby hurt
himself, Tony picked up Bobby and Bobby
dropped his heel through the board as an
assisted stomp break. The crowd laughed
at their hilarious break, but that wasn’t the
end of the breaking. Last to go was James
Bonney, who performed a huge chop in
which he jumped off of a chair to break the
board.

hand and took her down with a throw. With
impressive timing, the two takedowns
landed at the same time and both Mike and
Lauren wound up to take out their enemy.
With the music coming to an immediate
halt, the two screamed terrifying ki haps.
Noticing that their teammates were in
trouble, the two enemies step down and
bowed to each other to show respect. The
two fallen opponents stood to their feet and
also bowed to each other. Stepping back
onto the floor with the rest of their
teammates, the sides formed one line in
front of the judges and bowed and called
out “Tang Soo” right as the music ended.
Although the team did not win a
trophy, performing in front of an amazing
crowd was award enough. A year’s work
was well worth it and we are looking
forward to performing at the 2006 World
Championships this summer. Thank you
to everyone who helped and supported
us and we are hoping to successfully
represent Vaughn’s Dojang and
ourselves at our next competition.

The end was near, but not without a
big finale. As Josh Lucas, Lisa Collins,
Lauren Luneau and Mike Papp stepped
onto the center of the floor, the hard rock
tune went to its hard rock solo. A large
fight scene was set to take place in which
Mike and Josh teamed up against Lisa
and Lauren. As Mike and Josh devised a
plan of action, Lisa charged the two,
causing them to split up, and Lisa kicked
Josh with a mean jumping roundhouse
kick. Mike stepped to Lisa, and by blocking
a flurry of punches and kicking Lauren as
she charged at him, the four were spread
across the floor. Josh took down Lisa, and
he and Mike charged to a fallen Lauren.
Lauren countered with a split kick hitting
both of them and she was able to unite with
her partner. As Josh threw a roundhouse
kick, Lauren swept him to the ground,
and as Lisa threw a punch at Mike,
Mike ducked and hit her with a ridge
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2005 Region 8 Championship
By Lisa Collins, Cho Dan
For those of you who didn’t make it up to the Region 8 Championship on the weekend of October 14-15, you
missed an AWESOME time! The convention center at the Fernwood Resort in the Poconos housed the
competition and promotion ceremony. Vaughn’s Dojang was extremely well-represented in each of the
tournament divisions—CONGRATULATIONS to all who competed, especially those who won first, second, or third
place medals in their division! Congratulations are also in order for Mr. Adam White, who received his Fourth Dan
that weekend, Mr. John Collins, who was voted Region 8 Student of the Year, as well as everybody who was
promoted to their next Black Belt rank (Vaughn’s had such a huge showing that it’s impossible to name all of the
medalists and newly promoted students). The dedication and long, hard hours of practice also paid off for the
competition demo team, who pulled off an amazing performance.
While this year’s turnout was very impressive, hopefully even more Vaughn’s students will attend next year’s
competition. Any tournament is a great place to see talented Masters from all over the region, and also to meet
students from other dojangs. The camaraderie you form with your fellow competitors is indescribable; you can
form friendships that will be carried through the rest of your life. Tournaments also allow the bonds within the
studio to deepen since Vaughn’s students always watch and support one another in competition. Once again,
congratulations to all Vaughn’s Dojang competitors, medalists, and newly promoted Black Belts. If anyone didn’t
attend the competition, we expect to see you there next year and you will definitely have a blast! Tang Soo!
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Region 8 Tournament
By Jenn Luneau, E Dan
Hey guys, on October 14th and 15th
tons of people came to compete at
the Region 8 tournament. Lots of
people from Vaughn’s went up to
test their skills, along with the demo
team. Unfortunately, the demo team
had lots of competition and just
missed on placing for a trophy. Lisa
Collins did extremely well when she got the junior grand champion for all females
under 17. Also all of the people that tested for their black belt or higher rank
received it at the regional tournament. Way to go to everyone that competed and a
special congrats to Lisa Collins for getting grand champion!

Tang Soo Do Maze
By Lauren Luneau, E Dan
Help the Little Dragon find his way through the maze to his ring at the tournament.

Finish
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Balance
By Scott Summers, E Dan
Balance is defined by Webster’s
Dictionary as, “A state of equilibrium; a
harmonious arrangement or relation of
parts or elements within a whole”. When
applying this definition to one’s life in
Tang Soo Do, the experiences with
balance are continually changing. In the
beginning, issues are as simple as staying
on your feet and understanding the
importance of patience. Balancing
personal, family, and work with our
training challenges us throughout our
Tang Soo Do experience. Upon achieving
Black Belt, we take on new challenges of
balancing training with teaching, as well
as helping to chart the courses of the
students we teach and mentor.
As a white belt, especially someone
starting down the Tang Soo Do path later
in life, balance is simply trying not to fall
down while performing a basic front kick.
What seems so easy for our instructors
and the advanced students to perform
seems so awkward and foreign. We
repeat the process we are taught, “Bring
the knee up, snap the foot out hitting with
the ball of the foot, pull the foot back, and
place it back on the floor”, all without
losing that precious thing we call balance.
After repeating this process for what
seems like eternity, we start to achieve
what appears to be some semblance of
equilibrium. Just when we are starting to
feel comfortable, a new technique or form
is introduced, and the whole process
starts all over again.
Often the next issue a student faces,
especially younger students, is one of
balancing practice and patience. The
Tang Soo Do approach to this question is
spelled out in our Fourteen Attitude
Requirements. First, we should practice
regularly, ideally every day, with a serious
approach and all out effort. Second, we
should practice basic and previously
learned techniques on a continuous basis,
constantly evaluating ourselves. Lastly,
when learning a new technique, we
should thoroughly learn its theory and
philosophy, and never be overly ambitious
to learn more than we need to know for
our current rank. For many students, me
included, being content to simply work
and polish the techniques and forms that I
knew was, and still is to some degree,
difficult. Western culture has engrained in
us the desire to always learn and achieve
more than we have today. Thus, when we
encounter the “plateau periods,” or as Sah
Bum Nim puts it, “the periods of grinding
and polishing” in our Tang Soo Do career,
it is difficult for us to remain satisfied. Our
Dragons Den

biggest enemy in this period of struggle is
usually our ego. Students who are unable
to overcome this struggle are often
frustrated, and end up leaving. A good
instructor can help reduce this frustration
by working with the student to understand
the importance of practicing and refining
techniques before learning new ones.
Balancing our personal, family, and
work schedules with our Tang Soo Do
training challenges us throughout life as a
Gup and a Black Belt. When I first start
training, my personal life was being
tested, as my mother was fighting her
second battle with cancer. Unlike the first
time, a few years earlier, my mother had
no real desire to fight the cancer this time.
Watching her slowly fade away during the
last few months of 1999 was a
tremendous drain on me and my family.
The support I received from my newly
found friends of Tang Soo Do was
unbelievable, and just the balance I
needed to be able to vent my frustrations.
Tang Soo Do also gave me an
opportunity to spend more time with my
oldest son, Chris, who had started training
about a month before I started. Even
though Chris had greater flexibility, and I
had better strength, the art provided a
unique bond between the two of us to
grow. Although Chris decided to take a
different path, I truly believe that Tang
Soo Do had a positive impact on him, and
some day he may return. Over the last 5
years, the biggest challenge has been
maintaining the right balance with my
family. Although my youngest son,
Matthew, has started training, and my wife
and oldest son support our interests, I
continue to feel as if my wife is on the
outside looking in. Both boys are involved
in other activities, furthering straining this
delicate balance. This struggle is both
challenging and rewarding, as it
strengthens us as a family unit. I sincerely
hope that in the long run that my wife will
find an activity within the Tang Soo Do art
that she finds both enjoying and
rewarding, so that we better share this
experience.
As we advance in Gup rank, we gain
a new responsibility we must balance on
our plate. This new task is one of teaching
lower belts the forms and techniques, that
by now, we should already know. Quite
often in our quest to learn new skills in the
art of Tang Soo Do, we forget to practice
the ones we have already learned and
thus forget the skills. This comes back to
haunt us when we are suddenly thrust into
a situation where we are asked to teach a

student a new form or set of one steps,
and find that we are struggling to
remember the techniques. This exact
situation happened to me shortly after I
achieved the rank of Cho Dan Bo. I was
attending my weekly class, and the
instructor asked me to work with a 2nd
Gup on her hand and foot one-steps (2125). We went through the hand
techniques without any issues, and then
came the foot techniques. I couldn’t
remember the first one. I hesitated for a
moment, and then demonstrated what I
thought was the right technique. When the
student demonstrated it back to me, it
didn’t seem quite right, but embarrassed
to ask for help, I continued to the next
technique. Part way through the second
foot technique, I realized what I had
missed in the first technique. I stopped,
explained to the student that the previous
technique had been performed incorrectly,
and attempted again to show her the first
technique. This was not the only foot
technique I had trouble with that night.
Because I had failed to regularly practice
techniques I had already learned, the
student left that night having not learned
all of the foot techniques and confused
about what techniques were right. It is
imperative that we balance our training
with our instructing, for we can only
instruct as well as we know. It is equally
important to remember that we are all
human, and that we do make mistakes.
One should be willing to accept these
flaws, and work to improve them. In this
case, I should have sought help from an
instructor rather than simply trying to
guess my way through it.
Achieving the rank of Black Belt is an
outstanding accomplishment, but brings
with it an equally challenging
responsibility. At this point, a student
makes a 180 degree turn from a primary
focus on learning to a primary focus of
instructing. This balance shift can be quite
challenging to some students, especially
those who are not comfortable standing in
front of large groups of people. I was
fortunate enough to start as an instructor
in front of a small group of students, all of
whom I had trained with for the previous 4
years. This made for a smooth transition,
and allowed me to get comfortable in my
new role. The bigger challenge for me
was balancing the multiple facets of being
an instructor. As Sah Bum Nim puts it, “It
is easy to show someone how to steer a
ship. The challenge for an instructor is to
chart the course for his students”. Every
(Continued on page 11)
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of persuasion”. Listening is an equally
important part of the equation. Active
(Continued from page 10)
listening shows the student you care and
appreciate their inputs. Having said this, I
student is different, and therefore has a
will be the first to point out that these
different course he or she will follow on
three items are my greatest challenges,
his or her path to Black Belt. Helping the
both personally and as an instructor.
student to determine, chart, and balance
that course is the true role of the
Communication is a vital aspect of
instructor.
any good instructor. When communication
Instructors don’t just teach; they lead breaks down, important information and
opportunities are missed. This quite often
their students. As an instructor you must
be willing to accept your students as they confuses students and frustrates parents.
In the YMCA program where I teach, I
are, not what you want them to become.
As an instructor, you need to balance the often find that the passing of important
technical skills you are trying to teach the information is compressed into 2-3
minutes. Parents are often focused on
students with the physical capabilities
they possess. Since I teach both children simply trying to gather up their child, and
and adults, I need to realize that a seven- trying to remember announcements is
impossible. After some discussions with
year-old student will not hold the same
attention span as a forty-year-old student. parents, it was suggested that an e-mail
list might be one solution. The e-mail list
When teaching younger students, I need
to remember to keep things moving. If you has allowed me to provide information to
parents, has provided them another
talk too much, many younger students
channel to communicate with me, and has
lose focus, something that is extremely
allow other instructors who assist me, or
hard to regain.
have interaction with my students in other
I also need to continually remind
myself to be understanding, sensitive, and classes to be more aware of a student’s
to listen to all my students. Understanding situation.
As an instructor, it is especially
each student personally helps me better
important to remember your family. It is
understand how to motivate that student
not always the case that your spouse or
and allow her to achieve her maximum
significant other is involved in the art you
potential. Being sensitive to my students
so passionately embrace. Instructors quite
helps me to appreciate their views.
often teach two days a week and train
Grandmaster Shin states, “The ability to
another 2-3 days a week. In some case,
see things from the other person’s view
these days overlap, but this is not always
and walk a mile in the other person’s
shoes is an important ingredient of the art true. It is a constant struggle to find the
Balance

right balance to satisfy the training,
teaching, and family needs. Share your
experiences with your family, especially if
they are not directly involved. Explain to
them the benefits you are getting, and
they are receiving indirectly, to help
appreciate the important things you are
doing. These three components are like a
three legged stool with all three legs
requiring the right amount of attention in
order to keep the stool upright.
E Dans, Sam Dans, and Masters take
on even more roles that they must
balance. E Dans and Sam Dans must
mentor new Cho Dans transitioning into
their new role. All advanced Black Belts
must be involved in community activites
outside the dojang. Black Belts that are
inspired to start their own studio must
balance the reality of running a business
while continuing to cultivate the art of
Tang Soo Do.
As I continue down my path in Tang
Soo Do, I see more challenges and more
things to balance. As I continue to
improve myself as a Black Belt and an
instructor, I anticipate that I will be asked
to share my experiences and skills with
other Black Belts who follow behind me.
As part of sharing my experiences, I will
have an opportunity to learn from them
and grow. We must always remember that
Tang Soo Do is a path of never ending
constant improvement. The many ways
balance presents itself through our Tang
Soo Do career is an integral part of this
path.

Vaughn’s Dojang Second Annual Support the Troops Drive
By John Collins, Cho Dan Bo
Vaughn's Dojang recently ran our
second “Support the Troops” drive and we
collected several boxes of snack items,
several boxes of used Beanie Baby toys
for the troops in Iraq to give to Iraqi
children, and $839 cash. John Collins
was conversing with the postal clerk at the
Oaks Post Office while sending packages
to Iraq, and another customer, upon

overhearing what Mr. Collins was up to,
spontaneously handed John Collins $20
to help with our drive!
We sent boxes containing tuna and
salmon, beef jerky, chewing gum, energy
bars, drink mix powder, and music CDs to
an armored cavalry unit serving near
Tikrit. A thank you card from their NCOIC
is posted at the Dojang on the bulletin

board, and is reprinted below. We are
going to use remaining funds to help bring
comfort items to troops at Walter Reed
Army Medical Center in Washington, DC.
To all who gave generously, thank
you very much. You are all living the first
code of Tang Soo Do, Loyalty to Country,
by supporting our valiant men and women
in uniform.

----from SFC Stacey Thomas, OIF III FOB Wilson, Tikrit, Iraq----Vaughn's Dojang Students,
Thank you for the boxes of goodies. We appreciate your support and couldn't
be more proud of people like you "Great Americans" that support your
military in the time of need. We "salute you", and again, thank you.
SFC Stacey Thomas
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To the following Spirit Belt recipients:
August

September

October

Adults
Audubon Dojang
Audubon YMCA
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Scott Mulder
Stephen Battista
Bill Boyd
–
–

John Stanley
Patti Janesch
Bob McNamara
David MacMurtrie
–

Kelsey Stanton
–
Bill Boyd
David Dunacusky
–

Youth
Audubon Dojang
Audubon YMCA
Boyertown
Phoenixville
Pottstown

Anna Thompson
–
Jimmy Raby
Aaron Westernam
–

Jeffrey Kirshenbaum
–
Reed Frame
Charles Yonker
Jordan Chesney

Chris Agonoy
Audrey Rittenhouse
Jimmy Raby
Arturo Rosas
Dylan Brandt

And to the following new and recently promoted Black Belts:
Cho Dan
Mrs. Janet Luneau
Mrs. Marie Moore
Mr. Jimmy Pienta
Mr. Jaysen Satterwhite

E Dan
Mr. Andrew DeLena
Dr. Brad Feuston
Mr. Jake Francis
Mr. Larry Luneau
Mr. Scott Summers
Mrs. Kristen Winsko

Sam Dan
Mr. Robert Sharples

Sah Dan
Mr. Adam White

And to the Region 8 Student of the Year:

John Collins
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Testing Your Knowledge...
By Frank Altiere, Sam Dan
1. Shim Sa Kwan Nim means:
(a) grandmaster
(b) master

(c) instructor

(d) examiner

2. The Korean term for your uniform is Do Bahk.
(a) true
(b) false
3. In Korean, Ahp means side.
(a) true
(b) false
4. Mahk Ki means:
(a) stance

(b) block

(c) strike

(d) kick

5. Cchik Ki means:
(a) hook kick

(b) front kick

(c) side kick

(d) axe kick

6. Kup So means:
(a) fist

(b) elbow

(c) vital points

(d) food

7. One of the three mottos of the WTSDA is “traditionalism.”
(a) true
(b) false
8. To test for E Dan, an applicant must be at least 12 years old.
(a) true
(b) false
9. Shi Sun is the Korean term for:
(a) spirit
(b) beginning

(c) respect

(d) focus of eyes

10. Yu Dan Ja refers to the Master Instructor.
(a) true
(b) false
Answers: 1.d 2.a 3.b 4.b 5.d 6.c 7.a 8.a 9.d 10.b
Tell us what you think!
Tsdnewsletter@yahoo.com

Please give us feedback on any of the
following. Send an article to liven up the
material! We appreciate your input!

• Send an article or pictures
• Suggestions for newsletter content or
layout

• Comments on specific articles
• Comments on specific events
• Any future events you would like to see?
• Any events that were disappointing?

Want Ads!!!

• Students or Parents with
computer skills that will
help the Dojang. Please
call Mr. Vu or Master
Vaughn at the Studio!
Many skills are needed!

• Cho Dan Bos! You
should be assigned to a
committee or a Black
Belt for assistant
teaching. Please
contact Mr. Altiere if you
are not already
assigned.

Why?
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